# PROVISIONAL SELECTION LIST FOR M.A. ENGLISH - 2023

TENTATIVE LIST SUBJECT TO FINAL CHECKING OF MARKS, CERTIFICATES etc.

## 1ST LIST

### MERIT LIST – GENERAL CATEGORY

- **Application Code & Name**
  - MEN00007: ARUNDHUTI DAS GUPTA
  - MEN00019: AAYUSHI MAJUMDER
  - MEN00020: SUBHASHREE PAUL
  - MEN00081: SONGBORTO BISWAS
  - MEN00095: BIPASHA BHOWMICK
  - MEN00096: ADITI MITRA
  - MEN00112: SNEHA BHUNIA
  - MEN00134: AARNA JANA
  - MEN00141: ISHANI ROUTH
  - MEN00148: SARANNAYA BOSE
  - MEN00151: ISHIKA SAMAJDAR
  - MEN00006: ANDREA SANDRA ROY
  - MEN00014: MANALI BHATTACHARYA
  - MEN00015: RANA MAJUMDAR
  - MEN00025: NIKITA SAMANTHA BURBIDGE
  - MEN00030: TRINELLA CYNTHIA CURRIE
  - MEN00062: BEDATRAYEE ROY
  - MEN00077: USHASI BANERJEE
  - MEN00109: PRIYASKI KUMAR
  - MEN01130: AYUSHI GUPTA
  - MEN00143: TITAS CHOUHDURY
  - MEN00149: SEBONTI SINHA

### LIST RESERVED CATEGORY

- **Application Code & Name**
  - MEN00005: SWAPNANEEL BASU ROY
  - MEN00010: ADITI GHOSH
  - MEN00020: ARIMITRA DEBROY
  - MEN00023: KRITTIKA SETH
  - MEN00035: NIRJHAR MUKHERJEE
  - MEN00039: SUNANDA BASU
  - MEN00041: SWASTIKA ROY
  - MEN00042: SHREYOSI BANERJEE
  - MEN00048: PRAGYA RAGHUVANSHI
  - MEN00057: PRITHVIRAJ SINGH SHIVAJI BELODE

---

Rev. Dr. Dominic Savio, S.J.
Principal

21-07-2023
Admission Guidelines

- The admission process will be online. No candidate is required to come to the College for admission.
- After the selection lists are published, only the selected candidates will be able to pay the fees online.
- Payment of fees does not guarantee admission.
- The admission will be finalized only after the physical verification of all documents confirms that the candidate has fulfilled all admission criteria.
- Any deficiency and/or incomplete/illegible upload of requisite documents, and/or any discrepancies in the original documents will lead to the cancellation of the candidature even after the payment of fees or at any point of time that the discrepancy is discovered. No fees will be refunded in such cases.
- Any concealment of the required information will lead to cancellation. No fees will be refunded in such cases.
- Helpline: admissions@sxccal.edu (This e-mail ID is for queries related to technical issues about online admission process only. Any other query / request will not be entertained.)

Admission Process:

- Login using the link https://online.sxccal.edu/AdmissionOnline/Login.aspx
  [Use this link only for payment of admission fees. Do not use the link given to login to your application.]
- Use the Fee Payment Button to pay the College Fees and take a print of the receipt generated online.
- Fees to be paid online only by Debit Card / Credit Card / Net Banking. No other mode of payment will be available.
- Dates for submission of fees: 22nd July 11am to 24th July 1 pm.
- Information required at the time of online payment of fees:
  - Aadhaar Number
  - Email ID of the student (do not give any email ID other than the student)
  - Blood Group (get the blood group tested by an authorized laboratory)
  - Country and state/province of permanent residence
- The physical verification of documents will take place after the inauguration as per the guidelines published by the departments in due course of time.
- Inauguration on 1st August at 1:30 pm. (attendance is compulsory). [Venue: College Auditorium.]
- Depending on the availability of seats, there MAY be a second list on 26th July at 5:00 pm.